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Franz Welser-Möst, conductor
hans abrahamsen

Vers le silence (Toward Silence)

(b. 1952)
			

1. Fast with passion, impetus (“schwung”) with fire		
			
2. Fast and gloriously
			 3. With utmost force, storming
			
4. Very slow, darkly flowing
				
				
WORLD PREMIERE
Co-commissioned by The Cleveland Orchestra, Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra,
				
				 The Royal Danish Orchestra, and NTR ZaterdagMatinee at the Concertgebouw.

		 I N T E R M I S S I O N
			
johannes brahms

			 			

Piano Concerto No. 2 in B-flat major, Opus 83

(1833 – 1897)		
			
1. Allegro

non troppo
			
2. Allegro appassionato
		
3. Andante
			
4. Allegretto grazioso
			
IGOR LEVIT, piano
		

This performance runs approximately 1 hour and 35 minutes.
Thursday evening’s concert is dedicated to Mr. William P. Blair III+
in recognition of his extraordinary generosity in support of
The Cleveland Orchestra.
Saturday evening’s concert is dedicated to Mr. Yuval Brisker in
recognition of his extraordinary generosity in support of The
Cleveland Orchestra.

2021-2022 Season Sponsor: The J.M. Smucker Co.
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Dreams can come true

Cleveland Public Theatre’s
STEP Education Program
Photo by Steve Wagner

... WITH INVESTMENT BY CUYAHOGA ARTS & CULTURE
Cuyahoga Arts & Culture (CAC) uses public dollars
approved by you to bring arts and culture to every
corner of our County. From grade schools to senior
centers to large public events and investments to
small neighborhood art projects and educational
outreach, we are leveraging your investment for
everyone to experience.

Your Investment:
Strengthening Community
Visit cacgrants.org/impact to learn more.

INTRODUCING THE CONCERT

About Beauty
“ T H I S E N T I R E P R O G R A M is really about beauty,” said Cleveland

Orchestra Music Director Franz Welser-Möst, discussing this weekend’s
concerts with acclaimed pianist Igor Levit earlier this fall.
Featuring the highly anticipated world premiere of Hans Abrahamsen’s Vers le silence and Johannes Brahms’s notoriously difficult Piano Concerto No. 2, this program brings together two distinctly ravishing works by
composers working at the height of their artistry.
However, beauty might not be the first impression of musicians encountering either of these two works: “When you look at the score, you
think, ‘Oh my God, this is so difficult to figure out’,” explained Welser-Möst
of the Abrahamsen. “But when you get over that hurdle, it’s impressionistic, beautiful music.”
To achieve that luminous end, Abrahamsen employs a complex
framework. Vers le silence (Toward Silence) is structured on a mathematical
sequence of prime numbers, while referencing both Aristotelian philosophy and the metaphysical music of Alexander Scriabin (composer of a similarly titled work, Vers la flamme). The new work also is centered on one of
the most potent elements of Abrahamsen’s output. Said Welser-Möst: “The
stillness in his music, I find extremely powerful. I can’t think of anyone else
who so interestingly captures ‘silence.’ It’s quiet, with substance.”
Brahms’s Second Piano Concerto, which follows, has been nicknamed “the Long Terror” for its daunting solo part, which can obscure its
gorgeous music. Nearly fifty minutes in length, with each one packed full
of technical demands, it calls for an almost Herculean effort from the pianist. This evening’s daring soloist, Levit, described it as: “Picturesque, as if
you are walking in the Austrian mountains and you are singing with a little
yellow flower in your mouth. But it is so bizarrely complicated, and yet refined. There is not a single moment where I can just lie back and
enjoy myself.”
But with great effort yields even greater greater rewards. “Out of this
unbelievable intensity and focus,” said Levit, “comes one of the most enjoyable, positive, lovable pieces of piano concerto you can imagine.”		
		
— Amanda Angel
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Vers le silence (Toward Silence)
Composed: 2021

At a Glance

by

Hans

ABRAHAMSEN

born
December 23, 1952
Copenhagen, Denmark

Hans Abrahamsen’s Vers le silence
receives its world premiere this
weekend in concerts by The Cleveland Orchestra with Music Director
Franz Welser-Möst conducting. It
was commissioned by The Cleveland
Orchestra, Bavarian Radio Symphony
Orchestra (Munich), The Royal Danish
Orchestra (Copenhagen), and NTR
ZaterdagMatinee, Radio 4’s concert
series, at the Concertgebouw (Amsterdam).
The Cleveland Orchestra,
under Welser-Möst’s direction, has
previously given the United States
premieres of two other works by Hans
Abrahamsen: let me tell you (in 2016)
and Left, Alone (in 2018).
Vers le silence runs about 30

minutes long. Abrahamsen scored
this piece for 2 flutes, 2 piccolos
(second doubling flute), 3 oboes, 1
english horn, 2 B-flat clarinets (second
doubling A clarinet), 2 basset horns
(first doubling A clarinet, second
doubling bass clarinet), 3 bassoons
(third doubling contrabassoon), 1
contrabassoon, 4 horns, 2 trumpets,
2 cornets (both doubling trumpets), 3
trombones (first and second doubling
tenor trombone; third doubling bass
trombone), tuba, timpani, percussion
(glockenspiel, vibraphone, tubular
bells, xylophone, marimba, triangles,
cymbals, tam-tam, tambourine, tomtoms, snare drum, and bass drum), 2
harps, piano, celesta, and strings.

The Natural Music of Numbers
V E R S L E S I L E N C E was written during the Covid-19 lockdown,
and is a new milestone among Hans Abrahamsen’s orchestral works.
For the first time since Nacht und Trompeten (1981), Abrahamsen
has composed a brand-new purely orchestral work — neither a
concerto for one or more soloists, nor an orchestral work based
on previous compositions from the Classical canon. It is dedicated to Abrahamsen’s friend, the composer George Benjamin.
Vers le silence is the final work in a series of three, following
Left, alone for left-handed piano and orchestra (2015) and Concerto
for Horn and Orchestra (2019). Despite evident differences, the
three works are built on the same foundation. The time, rhythm,
and harmony in all three works are based on the first nine prime
numbers (2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23), which together add up to
the beautifully round number 100. By using these prime numbers with their superb nature and irregular relationship to each
other, Abrahamsen manages to create an original architecture
for his music, both in the larger form and in smaller sections of
the music that are proportional to each other.
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With four movements, this new work is longer and broader in format than the two
previous ones of the series. Vers le silence also marks a change in perspective for Abrahamsen — from composing for solo instruments to focusing on the impressive scope
of the symphony orchestra, from grand statement to chamber-like delicacy.
Upon looking closer at the music, we see, according to Abrahamsen, how it arises
from five elements: “Fire, earth, wind, water, and the fifth, which could be wood, growth,
or maybe humans.” Whereas the first four elements are more tangible, signifying observable elements in nature, the fifth element is of a transcendent nature. It is associated with
the ancient philosophers’ idea of quintessence, being the element from which heaven
and stars are formed.
At the beginning of the first movement, marked “Fast with passion, impetus
(“schwung”) with fire,” the five elements are presented in concentrated form. In the
succeeding movements, they unfold in a sort of ‘flash-forward’ motion. In between the
interplay of the five elements, Abrahamsen has composed “silence music,” which returns throughout Vers le silence with growing inner force. The title is, in part, a reference
to Alexander Scriabin’s Vers la flamme, where the music builds heat, driving toward a
fiery end. In contrast, Vers le silence nurtures a quietness that gradually takes over. This
silence is a catalyst for a musical journey which, after the emotionally torn fire music of
the beginning, moves toward a more transpersonal and metaphysical world.
— Esben Tange
Esben Tange is the editor of DR P2, Denmark National
Radio’s classical music station.

Hans Abrahamsen
In a creative life of more than half a century, Hans Abrahamsen has more than once had the
courage to stop, and the equal courage to start again – freshly, out of a clear reconsideration of where
he was before. His allegiances are shown by the roll of composers whose works he has, as a master
orchestrator, reconceived: Bach and Ligeti, Nielsen and Schumann, Schoenberg and Debussy. But he has
long discovered his own terrain – quite often a snowscape, as in his early masterpiece Winternacht or the
work in which he found his fully mature style, Schnee (2006-8), generally acknowledged one of the rare
classics of the twenty-first century.
Besides these two pieces for instrumental ensemble, his output includes four string quartets,
a collection of ten piano studies (some of which he has recomposed in other forms), concertos for piano,
for piano and violin, and for piano left hand, and a monodrama for soprano and orchestra, let me tell
you. His first opera, after Hans Christian Andersen’s The Snow Queen, premiered in October 2019.
— Paul Griffiths
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I want to tell you that I have
written a very small piano concerto
with a very small and pretty
scherzo.
— Johannes Brahms describing his Second
Piano Concerto to Clara Schumann
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Piano Concerto No. 2 in B-flat major, Opus 83
Composed: 1878–81

by

Johannes

BRAHMS
born
May 7, 1833
Hamburg

died
April 3, 1897
Vienna

At a Glance

Brahms began sketching the second of
his two piano concertos in the summer
of 1878 (nearly 20 years after the first).
He completed the new concerto in July
1881 and played the piano part during
the first performance on November
9 of the same year with the Budapest
Philharmonic Orchestra. Sándor Erkel
conducted.
This concerto runs about 50 minutes in performance. Brahms scored
it for 2 flutes (one doubling piccolo), 2
oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 4 horns,
2 trumpets, timpani, and strings.
Brahms’s Second Piano Concerto
was first performed by The Cleveland
Orchestra in April 1931 — shortly after

the opening of Severance Hall in February of that year. The Orchestra was led
by Nikolai Sokoloff, with Harold Bauer
playing the solo part. Despite its notorious difficulty, it has been programmed
with some regularity, featuring some
of the greatest pianists of each decade,
including Arthur Rubinstein, Rudolf
Serkin, Leon Fleisher, Maurizio Pollini,
Vladimir Ashkenazy, Horacio Gutiérrez,
Emanuel Ax, and Garrick Ohlsson. It
was played most recently in 2015, with
Yefim Bronfman as soloist under the
direction of Franz Welser-Möst, as part
of a Brahms cycle that was captured
and released on DVD.

About the Music

I F O N E C O U L D C H O O S E a handful of works to exemplify

why Brahms has captivated listeners over the years, those works
would include the four-movement Piano Concerto No. 2 in B-flat
major, completed in 1881 at the height of his maturity. Here all
the elements of Brahms’s art come together. There is the joining of the grandly Olympian with the intimately songful. There
is the virtuoso command of large-scale musical architecture, for
a composer, one of the rarest gifts in the world. More subtly, in
the Second Piano Concerto one finds on display the singular
mysteriousness of Brahms — music at once powerfully communicative and elusive.
For soloists proposing to master this gigantic concerto, it
lives up to one of Brahms’s puckish nicknames for it: “the Long
Terror.” Pianists speak of the exquisite anxiety of stepping onto
the stage with the Alpine steeps of the first movement in your
head, wondering how you’re going to find the place in your
mind and fingers to attack it.
For Brahms himself, the Second Piano Concerto was probably, from its first inspiration during a sunny vacation in Italy, one
of the most untroubled major efforts of his life. No composer
had ever faced greater expectations, starting from the age of
twenty, when Robert Schumann declared the boyish and beard2021 - 2022 S e a son
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Brahms at the Piano, drawing
by Willy von Beckareth (1896).
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less student the virtual messiah of German music. From then on,
Brahms had to live with that forbidding prophecy hanging over
him. But by the time of the Second Concerto, he had more or
less fulfilled Schumann’s prophecy and had little left to prove
— though he never rested on his laurels. One by one, he had
painstakingly mastered most of the traditional genres and produced historic masterpieces in each.
While never lacking in enemies, by his forties Brahms was
generally understood to be the supreme concert composer of
his generation. (His great rival Wagner dominated the operatic
stage — which is a prime reason why Brahms, despite years of
dreaming about composing opera, stayed away from it.) When
he began the Second Piano Concerto, he already had imposing
concertos for piano and violin under his belt, and he was writing
for his own instrument, where he always felt most comfortable.
To understand Brahms’s cheeriness concerning the Second
Piano Concerto, we have to understand what his earlier concertos had cost him. He had launched into the First Piano Concerto
with youthful fervor in the wake of
the dramatic events of 1853–54 —
his discovery by Robert Schumann,
followed by Robert’s plunge into
madness, then Brahms’s own fall
into a frustrated passion for Robert’s wife Clara.
Brahms pounded away at creating the First Piano Concerto for
five excruciating years, finishing it
in 1858 as a flawed but remarkable
work of monumental scale and
singular voice. His next ambitious
symphonic work was the Variations
on a Theme by Haydn of 1873, followed three years later by the First
Symphony (which had been more than fifteen years in gestation). In those two works, Brahms finally found a voice with the
orchestra as distinctive as every other aspect of his style.
   Already in the First Piano Concerto, the essential elements
of the Brahmsian concerto were in place. The scale and style are
symphonic as much as concerto-like, with the soloist less the
heroic voice of Romantic concertos and more a participant in a
About the Music
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symphonic dialogue. All that carried into the Violin Concerto of 1878. Meanwhile, as Brahms scholar Michael Musgrave writes, the virtually orchestral style
of the keyboard writing in the Second Piano Concerto has only one precedent
in the literature, and that is Brahms’s own First Piano Concerto.
The formal approach of these concertos is also particular to them. In
many movements of his symphonies, especially the finales, Brahms produced
innovative variations on traditional formal models. One finds less of that in the
concertos — where all the finales have touches of his trademark “gypsy”-style
finale, which he never used in his symphonies. (After a youthful collaboration
with a Hungarian violinist, Brahms created his Hungarian Dances, which for
years he played for friends and at parties. When finally
I think the Second published, they made a sensation.) So while the concertos
Piano Concerto is one are unusual in their overall approach, their formal outlines
are relatively conservative — more or less the traditional
of the most optimistic concerto sonata form for the first movements, rondo for
the last, A-B-A for the slow movements.
and positive pieces
The B-flat concerto begins with one of the most beauBrahms wrote. It puts a
tiful movements of Brahms’s output, its expressive import
smile on my face.
without any of his familiar touches of tragedy or fatalism.
— Franz Welser-Möst The piano textures range from massive to diaphanous, interwoven with rich orchestral textures. The piano steadily
changes roles, its music moving from long, unaccompanied solos to lacy filigree accompanying the orchestra. While there are towering proclamations and
moments of drama, the overall tone is lofty and magisterial. The opening horn
call reminds us of Brahms’s love of the outdoors, of climbing Alpine peaks. Perhaps the whole first movement can be heard as music of rocky summits and
spreading forests — and in that respect, a complement to the nature idylls of
the Second Symphony.
Next comes the movement Brahms described to a friend as a “tiny, tiny
wisp of a scherzo.” When Brahms said things like that, he was usually joking; the
D-minor scherzo (the only movement to depart from B-flat major) is immense,
dark-toned, and impassioned, with a touch of gypsy tone. Brahms’s only explanation for the scherzo was another joke — the opening movement was so
“harmless,” he said, that he needed a strong contrast for the second. The scherzo brings to the concerto a new emotional gravitas and a relentless rhythmic
drive. In fact, this scherzo was originally drafted for the Violin Concerto. He may
have jettisoned it because that work needed the opposite — something lighter.
The slow movement begins with one of those sighing, exquisite cello
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melodies that Brahms invented and owned. Here is one of the
innovations of the Second Piano Concerto: a slow movement
in which the first section is dominated by a solo cello; only in
the middle does the piano come to the fore, spinning out languid quasi-improvisatory garlands. Now the scoring is intimate,
chamber-like — another kind of contrast to the first movement.
The concerto comes to rest on a rondo finale of marvelous lightness, whimsy, and dancing rhythms, again with gypsy
touches, answering the monumental first two movements and
the gently wandering embroidery of the third. British musicologist Donald Francis Tovey caught the effect of the finale in programmatic terms: “We have done our work — let the children
play in the world which our work has made safer and happier
for them.” For the listener, the charm of the finale is its glittering
instrumental colors and its ravishing melodies. The characteristic finale of 18th-century concertos and symphonies has been
called a “last dance.” The ending of Brahms’s Second Concerto
follows that old pattern and is among the most danceable.
Brahms dedicated the Second Piano Concerto to Eduard Marxsen, his childhood piano and composition teacher in
Hamburg. After the premiere in Budapest on November 9, 1881,
Brahms and his pianist-conductor collaborator Hans von Bülow
took the piece on the road. His old love Clara Schumann wrote
in her journal: “Brahms is celebrating such triumphs everywhere
as seldom fall to the lot of a composer.” To keep themselves
amused, Bülow and Brahms gave programs including both piano
concertos, switching off at piano and podium as the mood struck
them. Despite the decline of Brahms’s once-brilliant piano skills
to what Clara bemoaned as “thump, bang, and scrabble,” somehow he was always able to play or at least fake his way through
his concertos, which, after all, are among the most beloved but
also most difficult in the repertoire.
   — Jan Swafford

Jan Swafford has written biographies of Ives, Brahms, and Beethoven and
contributes regularly to Slate. He is a long-time program writer and preconcert
lecturer for the Boston Symphony.
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C E LE B R AT I N G 20 Y E A RS

Franz Welser-Möst

M U S I C D I R E C TO R

Kelvin Smith Family Chair

Franz Welser-Möst is among today’s most
distinguished conductors. The 2021-22 season
marks his twentieth year as music director of The
Cleveland Orchestra, with the future of their
acclaimed partnership extended to 2027, making him
the longest-serving musical leader in the ensemble’s
history. The New York Times has declared Cleveland
under Welser-Möst’s direction to be “America’s most
brilliant orchestra,” praising its virtuosity, elegance of
sound, variety of color, and chamber-like musical cohesion.
With Welser-Möst, The Cleveland Orchestra has been praised for its inventive
programming, its ongoing support for new musical works, and for its innovative work
in presenting semi-staged and staged operas. The Orchestra has also been hugely
successful in building up a new and, notably, a young audience. To date, the Orchestra and Welser-Möst have been showcased around the world in nineteen international
tours together. Since 2020, they launched the ensemble’s own recording label and an
original digital concert series, In Focus, that can be streamed worldwide.
As a guest conductor, Mr. Welser-Möst enjoys a close and productive relationship with the Vienna Philharmonic. He has twice led its celebrated New Year’s Concert,
and regularly conducts the orchestra in Vienna, as well as on tour. Highlights of recent
and upcoming appearances include performances of Strauss’s Die Aegyptische Helena
at Teatro alla Scala and Elektra at the Vienna State Opera, and concerts with the New
York Philharmonic, Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra, Amsterdam’s Royal Concertgebouw
Orchestra, and the Royal Stockholm Philharmonic. He is a regular guest at the Salzburg
Festival, where he most recently led an acclaimed production of Elektra.
From 2010 to 2014, Franz Welser-Möst served as general music director of the
Vienna State Opera. Previously, Mr. Welser-Möst led the Zurich Opera across a decade,
conducting more than forty new productions.
During the 2020 Salzburg Festival, Mr. Welser-Möst was awarded the festival ruby
pin and the Salzburg Badge of Honor. In 2019, he received the Gold Medal in the Arts by
the Kennedy Center International Committee on the Arts in recognition of his impact
on the international arts community. Other honors include The Cleveland Orchestra’s
Distinguished Service Award, a special citation from the Cleveland Arts Prize, the Vienna
Philharmonic’s “Ring of Honor” for his longstanding personal and artistic relationship with
the ensemble, recognition from the Western Law Center for Disability Rights, honorary
membership in the Vienna Singverein, appointment as an Academician of the European
Academy of Yuste, and the Kilenyi Medal from the Bruckner Society of America.
Franz Welser-Möst’s book From Silence: Finding Calm in a Dissonant World was published
in Austria in July 2020 under the title Als ich die Stille fand, followed by an
English version released worldwide in Summer 2021.
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Igor Levit piano
With an alert and critical mind, Igor Levit places his art
in the context of social events and understands it as
inseparably linked to them. He has been called one of
the “most important artists of his generation” by The
New York Times. He is the most recent recipient of the
Gilmore Artist Award, given every four years to a pianist who exhibits extraordinary artistry.
With this weekend’s concerts, Mr. Levit makes his
second appearance with The Cleveland Orchestra. He
is also a regular soloist with the Berlin Philharmonic,
Gewandhausorchester Leipzig, Royal Concertgebouw
Orchestra and the Vienna Philharmonic, with whom
he performed at the iconic Summer Night Concert
Schönbrunn in June 2021. A multi-year collaboration
between Mr. Levit and the Lucerne Festival to create a
new piano festival starting in 2023 was announced this
past spring.
An exclusive recording artist for Sony Classical,
Mr. Levit received a 2020 Opus Klassik award and
a Grammy nomination for his recording of the 32
Beethoven sonatas. That same year, he was named
Gramophone Artist of the Year. His next album, Encounter, recorded during the lockdown in spring 2020 and released that fall, is a deeply personal document, marked by a
desire for human encounter and togetherness. His most recent release features Shostakovich’s 24 Preludes and Fugues, Opus 87, and Ronald Stevenson’s Passacaglia on DSCH.
Born in Nizhni Novgorod, Igor Levit moved to Germany with his family at the age
of eight. He completed his piano studies at the Hanover University of Music, Theatre and
Media with the highest score in the history of the institute. As the youngest participant
in the 2005 International Arthur Rubinstein Competition in Tel Aviv, he won silver, the
special prize for chamber music, the audience prize, and the special prize for the best
performance of contemporary pieces. In spring 2019, he was appointed professor of
piano at his alma mater. Mr. Levit is artistic director of the Chamber Music Academy and
of Festival “Standpunkte” at the Heidelberg Spring Festival.
© FELIX BROEDE / SONY CLASSICAL

The Cleveland Orchestra is grateful to these organizations for their ongoing
generous support of The Cleveland Orchestra: National Endowment for the
Arts, the State of Ohio and Ohio Arts Council, and to the residents of Cuyahoga
County through Cuyahoga Arts and Culture.
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ABOUT

The Cleveland Orchestra
Now entering its second century, The Cleveland Orchestra, under the
leadership of Franz Welser-Möst since 2002, remains one of the most
sought-after performing ensembles in the world. Year after year the
ensemble exemplifies extraordinary artistic excellence, creative programming, and community engagement. In recent years, The New
York Times has called Cleveland “the best in America” for its virtuosity, elegance of sound, variety of color and chamber-like musical cohesion, “virtually flawless,” and “one of the finest ensembles in
the country (if not the world).”
Founded by Adella Prentiss Hughes, the Orchestra performed its inaugural concert in December 1918. By the middle of the century, decades of
growth and sustained support had turned the ensemble into one of the most
admired around the world.
The past decade has seen an increasing number of young people attending concerts, bringing fresh attention to The Cleveland Orchestra’s legendary sound and committed programming. More recently the Orchestra
launched several bold digital projects, including the streaming broadcast
series In Focus, the podcast On A Personal Note, and its own recording label.
The 2021-22 season marks Franz Welser-Möst’s 20th year as music director, a period in which The Cleveland Orchestra earned unprecedented
acclaim around the world, including a series of residencies at the Musikverein
in Vienna, the first of its kind by an American orchestra. The Orchestra’s 100th
season in 2017-18 featured two international tours, concluding with the presentation of Welser-Möst’s Prometheus Project, featuring works by Beethoven,
on three continents.
Its acclaimed opera presentations, including Strauss’s Ariadne auf Naxos
(2019), Debussy’s Pelléas et Mélisande (May 2017), Bartók’s Miraculous Mandarin
and Bluebeard’s Castle (April 2016), and Janáček’s The Cunning Little Vixen
(2014 and 2017), have showcased the ensemble’s unique artistry and
collaborative work ethic.
Since 1918, seven music directors — Nikolai Sokoloff, Artur Rodziński,
Erich Leinsdorf, George Szell, Lorin Maazel, Christoph von Dohnányi, and
Franz Welser-Möst — have guided and shaped the ensemble’s growth and
sound. Through concerts at home and on tour, broadcasts, and a catalog of
acclaimed recordings, The Cleveland Orchestra is heard today by a growing
group of fans around the world. For more information, visit
clevelandorchestra.com.
Share your memories of the performance and join the conversation online . . .
facebook.com/clevelandorchestra
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instagram: @CleveOrch
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T H E

C L E V E L A N D

FR ANZ WELSER- MÖST

				

MUSIC DIRECTOR
Kelvin Smith Family Chair

FIRST VIOLINS
Peter Otto

FIRST ASSOCIATE CONCERTMASTER

Virginia M. Lindseth, PhD, Chair

Jung-Min Amy Lee

ASSOCIATE CONCERTMASTER

Gretchen D. and
Ward Smith Chair

Jessica Lee

ASSISTANT CONCERTMASTER

Clara G. and George P.
Bickford Chair

Stephen Tavani

ASSISTANT CONCERTMASTER

Takako Masame

Paul and Lucille Jones Chair

Wei-Fang Gu

Drs. Paul M. and Renate H.
Duchesneau Chair

Kim Gomez

Elizabeth and Leslie
Kondorossy Chair

Chul-In Park

Harriet T. and David L.
Simon Chair

Miho Hashizume

Theodore Rautenberg Chair

Jeanne Preucil Rose

Larry J.B. and
Barbara S. Robinson Chair

Alicia Koelz

Oswald and Phyllis Lerner
Gilroy Chair

Yu Yuan

Patty and John Collinson Chair

Isabel Trautwein

Trevor and Jennie Jones Chair

Katherine Bormann
Analisé Denise Kukelhan
Gladys B. Goetz Chair

Zhan Shu

SECOND VIOLINS
Stephen Rose*

Alfred M. and
Clara T. Rankin Chair

Emilio Llinás

2

CELLOS
Mark Kosower *

Louis D. Beaumont Chair

Richard Weiss1

The GAR Foundation Chair

James and Donna Reid Chair

Charles Bernard2

Patricia M. Kozerefski and
Richard J. Bogomolny Chair

Bryan Dumm

Eli Matthews1

Sonja Braaten Molloy
Carolyn Gadiel Warner
Elayna Duitman
Ioana Missits
Jeffrey Zehngut
Vladimir Deninzon
Sae Shiragami
Scott Weber
Kathleen Collins
Beth Woodside
Emma Shook

Dr. Jeanette Grasselli Brown
and Dr. Glenn R. Brown Chair

Yun-Ting Lee
Jiah Chung Chapdelaine
VIOLAS
Wesley Collins*

Helen Weil Ross Chair
Muriel and Noah Butkin Chair

Tanya Ell

Thomas J. and
Judith Fay Gruber Chair

Ralph Curry
Brian Thornton

William P. Blair III Chair

David Alan Harrell
Martha Baldwin
Dane Johansen
Paul Kushious
BASSES
Maximilian Dimoff*

Clarence T. Reinberger Chair

Derek Zadinsky2
Scott Haigh1

Mary E. and F. Joseph
Callahan Chair

Lynne Ramsey1

Mark Atherton
Thomas Sperl
Henry Peyrebrune

Stanley Konopka2
Mark Jackobs

Charles Carleton
Scott Dixon
Charles Paul

Chaillé H. and
Richard B. Tullis Chair
Charles M. and
Janet G. Kimball Chair

Jean Wall Bennett Chair

Lisa Boyko

Richard and Nancy Sneed Chair

Richard Waugh
Lembi Veskimets

The Morgan Sisters Chair

Eliesha Nelson
Joanna Patterson Zakany
William Bender
Gareth Zehngut

Charles Barr Memorial Chair

HARP
Trina Struble*

Alice Chalifoux Chair

This roster lists the fulltime members of The Cleveland Orchestra.
The number and seating of musicians
onstage varies depending on the
piece being performed.
Seating within string sections rotates
on a periodic basis.

Listing as of January 2022.
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SEASON

O R C H E S T R A

FLUTES
Joshua Smith*

Elizabeth M. and
William C. Treuhaft Chair

Saeran St. Christopher
Jessica Sindell2

Austin B. and Ellen W. Chinn Chair

Mary Kay Fink

CONTRABASSOON
Jonathan Sherwin
HORNS
Nathaniel Silberschlag*
George Szell Memorial Chair

Michael Mayhew§

Knight Foundation Chair

PICCOLO
Mary Kay Fink

Jesse McCormick

OBOES
Frank Rosenwein*

Hans Clebsch
Richard King
Alan DeMattia

Anne M. and M. Roger Clapp Chair

Edith S. Taplin Chair

Corbin Stair

Sharon and Yoash Wiener Chair

Jeffrey Rathbun

2

Everett D. and
Eugenia S. McCurdy Chair

Robert Walters
ENGLISH HORN
Robert Walters

Samuel C. and
Bernette K. Jaffe Chair

CLARINETS
Afendi Yusuf*

Robert Marcellus Chair

Robert Woolfrey

Victoire G. and
Alfred M. Rankin, Jr. Chair

Daniel McKelway2

Robert R. and Vilma L. Kohn Chair

Amy Zoloto

Robert B. Benyo Chair

TRUMPETS
Michael Sachs*

Robert and Eunice Podis
Weiskopf Chair

Jack Sutte
Lyle Steelman2

James P. and Dolores D.
Storer Chair

Michael Miller
CORNETS
Michael Sachs*

Mary Elizabeth and
G. Robert Klein Chair

Michael Miller
TROMBONES
Shachar Israel2
Richard Stout

Alexander and
Marianna C. McAfee Chair

E-FLAT CLARINET
Daniel McKelway

EUPHONIUM AND
BASS TRUMPET
Richard Stout

BASS CLARINET
Amy Zoloto

TUBA
Yasuhito Sugiyama*

Stanley L. and Eloise M. Morgan Chair

Myrna and James Spira Chair

BASSOONS
John Clouser *

Louise Harkness Ingalls Chair

Gareth Thomas
Barrick Stees2

Sandra L. Haslinger Chair

Jonathan Sherwin
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PERCUSSION
Marc Damoulakis*

Margaret Allen Ireland Chair

Donald Miller
Tom Freer
Thomas Sherwood
KEYBOARD INSTRUMENTS
Carolyn Gadiel Warner
Marjory and Marc L.
Swartzbaugh Chair

LIBRARIANS
Michael Ferraguto

Joe and Marlene Toot Chair

Donald Miller
ENDOWED CHAIRS
CURRENTLY UNOCCUPIED
Sidney and Doris Dworkin Chair
Blossom-Lee Chair
Sunshine Chair
Gilbert W. and Louise I. Humphrey Chair
Rudolf Serkin Chair

* Principal
§
1
2

Associate Principal
First Assistant Principal
Assistant Principal

CONDUCTORS
Christoph von Dohnányi
MUSIC DIRECTOR LAUREATE

Vinay Parameswaran
ASSOCIATE CONDUCTOR

Nathalie C. Spence and
Nathalie S. Boswell Chair

TIMPANI
Paul Yancich*

Elizabeth Ring and
William Gwinn Mather Chair

Lisa Wong

DIRECTOR OF CHORUSES

Frances P. and Chester C.
Bolton Chair

Otto G. and Corinne T. Voss Chair

Tom Freer 2

Mr. and Mrs. Richard K.
Smucker Chair

The Musicians
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This one’s for you.

We’re looking forward to a full year of extraordinary music thanks
to the inspirational and generous support of our community.
This season is because of you, and dedicated to you.
Through thick and thin, thank you for choosing to support worldclass music in Cleveland.

Join our donor family today at
clevelandorchestra.com/give,
or scan the QR code with your mobile
phone camera.

LATE SEATING
As a courtesy to the audience members and
musicians in the hall, late-arriving patrons are
asked to wait quietly until the first convenient
break in the program, when ushers will help
you to your seats. These seating breaks are at
the discretion of the House Manager in consultation with the performing artists.
PAGERS, CELL PHONES,
AND WRISTWATCH ALARMS
Please silence any alarms or ringers on pagers,
cell phones, or wristwatches prior to the start
of the concert.
PHOTOGRAPHY, VIDEOGRAPHY,
AND RECORDING
Audio recording, photography, and videography
are prohibited during performances at Severance. Photographs of the hall and selfies can be
taken when the performance is not in progress.
As a courtesy to others, please turn off any
phone/device that makes noise or emits light.
IN THE EVENT OF AN EMERGENCY
Contact an usher or a member of house staff
if you require medical assistance. Emergency
exits are clearly marked throughout the building. Ushers and house staff will provide instructions in the event of an emergency.
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About Your Visit

HEARING AIDS AND
OTHER HEALTH-ASSISTIVE DEVICES
For the comfort of those around you, please
reduce the volume on hearing aids and other
devices that may produce a noise that would
detract from the program. Infrared AssistiveListening Devices are available. Please see
the House Manager or Head Usher for more
details.
AGE RESTRICTIONS
Regardless of age, each person must have
a ticket and be able to sit quietly in a seat
throughout the performance. Classical season
subscription concerts are not recommended
for children under the age of 8. However, there
are several age-appropriate series designed
specifically for children and youth, including
Music Explorers (recommended for children 3
to 6 years old) and Family Concerts (for ages 7
and older).
NEW FREE MOBILE APP
Get instant access to your tickets for
Cleveland Orchestra concerts at Blossom
Music Center and Severance by using
the Ticket Wallet App. More information is at
CLEVELANDORCHESTRA.COM/TICKETWALLET
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To ensure your visit is safe and inspiring . . .
PROOF OF VACCINATION
Everyone who enters Severance Music Center for concerts and events will be
required to show proof of full Covid-19 vaccination (two doses, plus a booster, per
CDC guidelines) of a World Health Organization (WHO) or U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved or authorized vaccine along with a photo ID. Guests
who are unable to be vaccinated or have not received their booster dose will be
required to provide proof of a negative Covid test, along with a photo ID.
Audience members ages 3 and older who cannot be vaccinated may provide proof
of a negative test result received from a completed lab-certified antigen COVID-19
test within 24 hours prior to entering Severance, or a negative test result received
from a completed PCR COVID-19 test within 72 hours prior to entering Severance.
FACE MASKS REQUIRED
Approved face masks are required at all times in Severance, including while seated
during performances.
ENHANCED CLEANING
We will continue comprehensive and
consistent cleaning procedures and
provide hand sanitizer stations
throughout.

Copyright © 2022 by The Cleveland Orchestra
and Musical Arts Association
Cover photo by Roger Mastroianni
Amanda Angel, Managing Editor of Content   
e-mail:

aangel@clevelandorchestra.com

Program books for Cleveland Orchestra con-

ENHANCED VENTILATION
Severance has updated its HVAC filtration
and circulation system to meet the guidelines
of local public health authorities and
recommendations from Cleveland Clinic.

certs are produced by The Cleveland Orchestra
and are distributed free to attending
audience members.
Program book advertising is sold through
Live Publishing Company at 216-721-1800.

The Cleveland Orchestra

For more details and the most up-to-date health
and safety information, visit
CLEVELANDORCHESTRA.COM/HEALTHINFO
The Cleveland Orchestra extends special
thanks to Cleveland Clinic for their ongoing
expertise and guidance throughout the past
year in helping to ensure the health and
safety of the musicians onstage, our staff and
volunteers, and all audience members and guests.
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is proud of its long-term
partnership with Kent State
University, made possible in part through
generous funding from the State of Ohio.
The Cleveland Orchestra is proud to have

YOUR
SAFETY

its home, Severance Music Center, located on
the campus of Case Western Reserve University,
with whom it has a long history
of collaboration and
partnership.

About Your Visit

The Cleveland Orchestra

How do
you bridge a
centuries-old
PAID AD
generation
gap?
i nsi d e

PICTURING
MOTHERHOOD
b a c k co v e r
NOW

PICTURING MOTHERH

PICTURING
MOTHERHOOD
NOW
These two exhibitions are 1,500 years apart, yet incredibly contemporary.
A first-of-its-kind blend of art, technology, and experiential design, Revealing Krishna immerses
you in a mixed-reality journey that follows the restoration of a 1,500-year-old Cambodian
masterpiece.
Picturing Motherhood Now explores the evolving definitions of motherhood, family, and gender
roles, as interpreted by a multicultural, global range of contemporary artists.

MEMBERS FREE

$ 2 5 CO M B O T I C K E TS A R E N OW AVA I L A B L E
cma.org

Rainey Institute El Sistema Orchestra

PAID AD
b a c k co v e r

A SYMPHONY OF

success

We believe that all Cleveland youth should have
access to high-quality arts education. Through the
generosity of our donors, we have invested more
than $9 million since 2016 to scale up neighborhoodbased programs that now serve 3,000 youth yearround in music, dance, theater, photography, literary
arts and curatorial mastery. That’s a symphony of
success. Find your passion, and partner with the
Cleveland Foundation to make your greatest
charitable impact.

(877) 554-5054
www.ClevelandFoundation.org

